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From: Perry Williams < perry.williams@studsvik.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 2:12 PM
To: Lowman, Donald 2013 -,-P 9 PM 1: L4I'
Subject: RE: Public Workshop Follow-up

Don, RFC HVED
Here are my comments:

" Processors encounter a unique problem when it comes to manifesting of the difficult to measure isotopes (H-3,
C-14, Tc-99, and 1-129) for disposal. The license of many processors are designed "curies in = curies out"
meaning that if activity is received from a customer, it must be accounted for in the LLRW disposal total for the
customer (unless 100% of the waste is either free released or conditionally released) . As a result, there are
cases where if a portion of a waste shipment is conditionally or free released, the activity "remains" with the
portion of the shipment that goes for LLRW disposal. This can increase the concentration (uCi/cc) of a listed
DTM isotope (i.e. now the activity of LLD isotope is distributed over a smaller volume) which may cause it to no
longer meet the definition of the lower limit of detection if the new concentration is greater than 0.01 times the
Table 1 value. There should be guidance as to whether or not this activity now becomes a true value or if it can
remain as a LLD on the manifest even though it is above the concentration limit for a LLD.

* On the 541 form, there is a section to input "net waste weight" of all the containers included on the manifest in
Section 1 and a section to input "waste and container weight" for an individual container in Section 8. However,
if a manifest contains multiple containers, there is no way to determine the net weight of a single container
from the manifest. This is important for both processors and the disposal sites when determining disposal
weights and also when evaluating the characteristics of a specific container for lifting or shipping purposes.

Regards, 7 9 R tl9 o

Perry Williams, PMP
Project Manager --4 o/bq1 13

Studsvik, Inc.
5605 Glenridge Drive
Suite 705
Atlanta, GA 30342 USA
Mobile: +ý1 901 596 2842
Office: +1 404 585 4443
www.studsvik.com

From: Lowman, Donald [mailto: Donald.Lowmananrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 6:24 PM
To: Perry Williams
Subject: RE: Public Workshop Follow-up

Hi Perry,

The website isn't quite ready yet. You can send me your comments and I can have them entered into the
project when the website is ready.

Thanks, SUNSI Review Complete
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Don Lowman
Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
FSME/DWMEP/[LWB
301.415.5452

From: Perry Williams [mailto:perry.williams@studsvik.com]
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 12:37 PM
To: Lowman, Donald
Subject: Public Workshop Follow-up

Don,

We met a few weeks ago in Phoenix at the NRC's public workshop on NUREG/BR-0204. I had a few issues that I wanted
to submit comments on. First, being the manifesting of LLD's as it applies to processors who volume reduce waste, and
secondly, about the gross and net weights on the 541 form. I have been searching the NRC website about where I can
submit my comments but so far I haven't had any luck. Can you point me in the right direction?

Regards,

Perry Williams, PMP
Project Manager
Studsvik, Inc.
5605 Glenridge Drive
Suite 705
Atlanta, GA 30342 USA
Mobile: +1 901 596 2842
Office: +1 404 585 4443
www.studsvik.com
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